in the previous paragraph will be created for each electronic-available reference. Using sophisticated parsing techniques (as implemented e.g. in the
Google-search engine, [Google, 2002]) it is possible to search for a-tags via
special search queries. Obviously only indexed pages are search-able. However, many publishers such as ACM make material available for indexing
only.
Duplicates of Resources: It is very easy to copy electronic resources. Unfortunately it is not very easy to detect duplicates. It is very common to
link to the article at publisher’s server and not to local copies of an article.
Currently another lookup service is very popular: the concept of “Digital
Object Identifier” (DOI, [DOI, 2002]). DOI implements “stable identifiers
for electronic resouces”. However, it is necessary to detect duplicated entries
of resources. Knowledgemanagement tools such as similarity search between
documents are already available and must be used.
As one can see, the given limitations of the prototype are easily removed by
extending the implementation.
2.2

Links to Traditional Material

In large digital journals and electronic publishing systems articles are already
parsed and links from the reference in the text to the reference-section are automatically generated. These links are called “intra-document links”.
However, it is often desirable to explore the reference itself. Electronically
available references may be linked as described in the previous section. Traditional material must be handled in a different way. Depending on personal preferences these links should be either directed to book-resellers — such as Amazon
— or directed to the catalog of local libraries. Currently we are implementing
such a linking feature to an electronic catalog available in Graz, University of
Technology.
The key issue in linking to traditional material is the unique identification
of the resource. The following identification systems are currently available and
should be used for identifying traditional resources:
International Standard Book Number (ISBN): [ISBN, 2003]: “The ISBN
is a unique machine-readable identification number, which marks any book
unmistakably. This number is defined in ISO Standard 2108. The number
has been in use now for 30 years and has revolutionized the international
book-trade. 165 countries and territories are officially ISBN members. The
ISBN accompanies a publication from its production onwards.”
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN): [ISSN, 2003]: “The ISSN
is an eight-digit number which identifies periodical publications as such,
including electronic serials. More than one million ISSN numbers have so
far been assigned. It is managed by a world wide network of 75 National
Centers coordinated by an International Center based in Paris, backed by
UNESCO and the French Government. The ISSN is used by various partners

throughout the information chain: libraries, subscription agents, researchers,
information scientists, newsagents (through its barcode version).”
With the appropriate ISBN for books or ISSN for periodicals it is possible to
identify the respective entry in an online-catalog of books. Unfortunately these
two tags are not available in every reference entry. In reference management
systems (such as BibTeX) this attribute is not mandatory.
In the first implementation we will concentrate on reference-entries with given
ISBN/ISSN. Thereafter we will try to explore the entity via the title and author.

3

Conclusions

Links from the reference section to the appropriate resource are necessary and
users of electronic-publishing facilities are used to it. This article opened the
discussion for further features related to reference linking: The idea of “Links
to the Future” is the reverse idea of “Links to References”. This feature links
the reference to the resources. Therefore it is possible to get all articles, which
refer to a reference. In the current implementation we are going to restrict links
to intra-server documents. A future refinement will expand the idea to other
resources as well.
Links to traditional material such as printed books and periodicals will enhance usability of the reference section of an article published in J.UCS. On
account of personal preferences links will either be directed to a bookseller or
to the local library. As prove of concept we are going to use a locally available
catalog of the library.
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